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Abstract: Carbon fiber-reinforced polymers (CFRP) are widely used in the aerospace industry. A new
generation of aircraft is being built using CFRP for up to 50% of their total weight, to achieve higher
performance. Exit delamination and surface integrity are significant challenges reported during
conventional drilling. Exit delamination influences the mechanical properties of machined parts
and, consequently, reduces fatigue life. Vibration-assisted drilling (VAD) has much potential to
overcome these challenges. This study is aimed at investigating exit delamination and geometrical
accuracy during VAD at both low- and high-frequency ranges. The kinematics of VAD are used to
investigate the relationship between the input parameters (cutting speed, feed, vibration frequency,
and amplitude) and the uncut chip thickness. Exit delamination and geometrical accuracy are then
evaluated in terms of mechanical and thermal load. The results show a 31% reduction in cutting
temperature, as well as a significant enhancement in exit delamination, by using the VAD technology.

Keywords: low-frequency vibration-assisted drilling; high-frequency vibration-assisted drilling;
multi-directional carbon fiber-reinforced polymer laminates; advanced machining; delamination free

1. Introduction

Lightweight materials such as carbon fiber-reinforced polymers (CFRP), titanium, and aluminum
alloys are widely used in the aerospace industry, typically representing, collectively, more than 75% of
the total weight of new-generation aircraft [1–3]. High strength-to-weight ratio, high stiffness, superior
corrosion resistance, and near net shape capabilities are significant advantages of using CFRP [4,5].
These capabilities result in significant enhancement of performance, operation and maintenance costs,
and environmental impact.

CFRP is considered a “difficult-to-cut material” due to its high sensitivity to cutting energy [5–7].
Entry and exit delamination is a typical surface integrity defect resulting from conventional
drilling [8–11]. Delamination damage deteriorates the mechanical properties of the machined part
and reduces in-service life due to fatigue [12,13]. Research efforts have focused on the selection of
machining parameters aimed at overcoming the delamination issue [5,6,14–16]. Delamination defects
have been attributed mainly to higher thrust forces [13]. Accordingly, higher cutting speeds with lower
feed were recommended to reduce mechanical and thermal damage [17,18].

Vibration-assisted drilling (VAD) has been used to overcome these machining challenges [19].
Cutting geometry, chip evacuation, and lower tool–workpiece contact time are the main advantages of
VAD. As a consequence, lower mechanical and thermal loads are generated [20,21]. VAD of CFRP can
be classified as:
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• Low-frequency vibration-assisted drilling (LF-VAD); vibration frequency lower than 1 KHz [4,20,21].
• High-frequency vibration-assisted drilling (HF-VAD); frequency is in the range of 1 KHz to

18 KHz.
• Ultrasonically assisted drilling (UAD); frequency is higher than 18 KHz [22–26].

Several studies have focused on the optimization of LF-VAD machining parameters. LF-VAD
with a frequency of 100–300 Hz and 22,000 rpm cutting speed showed a 30% reduction on the
thrust force [21]. This reduction was attributed to the low uncut chip thickness. However, the
effect of LF-VAD on cutting temperature must also be evaluated, since high temperatures may cause
thermal deterioration.

Investigation of LF-VAD with a modulation frequency of 5.5 cycle/rev showed up to 15% increase
in the thrust force combined with a 15% reduction in the delamination factor [4]. The study used
a fixed feed-to-amplitude ratio and focused on the effect of tool geometry. Another LF-VAD study
showed a significant reduction of 50% for the cutting temperature, and 40% for the thrust force [20].
The frequency range examined was 30–60 Hz with 800 µm amplitude. A delamination-free process
was achieved at 0.025 mm/rev feed.

In contrast to LF-VAD, the UAD of CFRP resulted in a significant reduction in the thrust
force [22,23,25–27]. This reduction was attributed to a lower coefficient of friction. Moreover, UAD
showed some improvements in the exit delamination and geometrical accuracy (circularity, centricity,
and diameter accuracy) [23,25,27]. However, the results reported in the literature regarding the
influence of UAD on cutting temperature are sometimes contradictory. Compared to the conventional
drilling (CD), a significantly higher temperature was reported in [23], which was attributed to the tool
impact mechanism. On the other hand, a lower cutting temperature compared to CD was reported
in [27], which was attributed to the intermittent cutting mechanism.

Most of the aforementioned VAD studies examined LF-VAD at a specific amplitude [4].
Other studies examined the effect of drill bit material [21], and the workpiece oscillation method [20].
On the other hand, the UAD research focused mainly on the thrust force study at frequency ranges
typically outside the dynamometer capability, which increased the uncertainty of the measurements.
In addition, additional research is needed to investigate the effect of VAD on the uncut chip thickness
and its relation to the cutting forces, temperature, and delamination. Furthermore, the effect of HF-VAD
on the CFRP needs to be evaluated as well. This study aims to investigate the effects of LF-VAD and
HF-VAD, for a wide range of machining parameters, on the thrust force, cutting temperature, and
delamination factor. Kinematics modeling is used to evaluate the effect of VAD on the cutting energy,
delamination, and the uncut chip thickness.

2. Experimental Setup

Figure 1 presents the experimental setup, which includes a five-axis Makino A88ε machining
center. The axial tool oscillations for LF-VAD were generated using the MITIS tool holder
PG8045B3_HSK-A100_ER40 [28], as shown in Figure 1a. The tool holder has a 2.5 cycle/rev
fixed frequency ratio (F) with an adjustable amplitude (Am) range between 0.01 and 0.48 mm.
Figure 1b shows the HF-VAD tool holder (designed by the National Research Center of Montreal) [29].
The experimental setup ensures continuous recording of the cutting forces and the cutting tool
temperature at the exit surface. A U-shaped plate was used to create enough space behind the
CFRP plate for direct thermal vision. A FLIR SC8000 infrared camera was used for the cutting tool tip
thermal measurement. The thrust forces were monitored using a 9272 Kistler-type dynamometer and
a Kistler multichannel charge amplifier (Type 5019B). Scanning electron microscopy type TESCAN
VP.SEM was used for examining chip morphology, and for exit wall examination. The delamination
analysis was performed with a Keyence optical microscope. Surface roughness values (Ra and Rz)
were evaluated using a Surftest SJ-410 stylus profilometry, which has 0.0001 µm resolution.
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Figure 1. The developed experimental setup for (a) low-frequency vibration-assisted drilling (LF-VAD)
and (b) high-frequency vibration-assisted drilling (HF-VAD).

Table 1 presents the experimental VAD machining parameters, cutting tool, and the CFRP material
specification. Conventional cutting tests with identical machining conditions were performed for
comparison purposes.

Table 1. Applied cutting conditions, cutting tool, and workpiece material.

Machining Parameters

Cutting speeds N (rpm) 2000 and 3000

Feed f (mm/rev) 0.025, 0.05, and 0.075
Cooling medium Dry

LF-VAD HF-VAD

Amplitude Am (µm) 70, 100, 160, 250, and 480 3
Frequency F (Hz) 83.33, 125 1500, and 2150

Cutting Tool

Material Tungsten carbide
Diameter 6 mm

Point angle 118◦

Helix angle 20◦

Number of flutes 2

Workpiece Material Specification

CFRP 5.8 ± 0.02 mm of 42 × L-930(GT700) woven plies with the configuration
[[0,90]21]s, and flame-retardant modified epoxy prepreg.

Flash breaker AIRTECH flashbreaker® 1 with a thickness of 64 µm [30]

3. Kinematics of VAD

Figure 2 presents the effect of VAD on the actual uncut chip thickness at N = 2000 rpm for
different machining conditions. Based on the instantaneous cutting edge position described in [31,32],
the uncut chip thickness was calculated for VAD at the selected machining conditions. The Am

range (0.07–0.48 mm) at LF-VAD (F = 83.33 Hz) resulted in chip segmentation as described in [3,33].
Consequently, periodic cooling cycles were generated, as shown in Figure 2a. In contrast, HF-VAD at
Am = 3 µm did not display tool–workpiece separation. Consequently, a continuous cutting process
is shown in Figure 2. HF-VAD showed a positive influence by reducing the uncut chip thickness up
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to 50% compared to CD. Moreover, increasing the cutting speed to N = 3000 rpm at HF-VAD with
F = 1500 Hz, resulted in an even modulation frequency with a continuous cutting profile, as shown in
Figure 3.
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Based on the kinematics study of VAD at the selected machining conditions, the VAD influences
are summarized as follows:

• HF-VAD has the lowest mechanical load compared to LF-VAD and CD.
• LF-VAD has a higher mechanical load compared to CD. Moreover, increasing the amplitude

resulted in higher impact energy during the periodic tool engagement mechanism.
• Based on the uncut chip thickness analysis, VAD has a lower thermal load compared to CD.
• A reduction in the cutting temperature was achieved during LF-VAD cooling cycle.
• Lower thrust force and thermal load are the main reasons to achieve a delamination-free process

for utilization of VAD technology.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Effect of VAD on the Thrust Force

Figure 4 shows the effect of VAD on the thrust force measured at different machining conditions.
For all machining conditions, the LF-VAD showed a higher thrust force compared to the CD.
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The measured thrust forces were 64 N to 143 N for LF-VAD and 41 N to 65 N for CD. These forces showed
an increase of 30% to 120% compared to the CD. This increase could be attributed to the following:

• High uncut chip thickness, as described in Section 3. This agrees with references [3,31,34].
• Periodical tool impact caused a dynamic force component. This force adds to the total thrust force,

as described in Section 3. These results agree with [3,4].

On the other hand, HF-VAD showed up to 16% reduction in the thrust force compared to the CD,
at N = 2000 rpm. This reduction could be attributed to the following:

• Lower uncut chip thickness compared to CD, as described in Section 3.
• The ability of the axial tool oscillation to discard the non-cutting process under the chisel edge.

However, there is no apparent influence of HF-VAD at N = 3000 rpm on the thrust force. This could
be attributed to the higher cutting temperature induced during the CD at N = 3000 rpm. Increasing
the cutting temperature leads to material softening, and consequently the thrust force decreases.
The HF-VAD at F = 2150 Hz resulted in a higher friction force that leads to an increase in the thrust force.
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Figure 5 shows the effect of Am on the thrust force profile. For the CD, the steady cutting
interval (T) showed low force fluctuation (35 N to 65 N) (see Figure 5a). This fluctuation could be
attributed to the dynamic change of the rake face–fiber attack angle during tool rotation, as reported
in [4]. In contrast, the LF-VAD thrust force profile showed major and minor fluctuation ranges.
The minor fluctuation represents the dynamic change of the rake face–fiber attack angle, while the
major fluctuation attributed to the tool duty and separation mechanism. The major fluctuation ranges
were 0 N to 80 N for Am = 0.07 mm and 0 N to 148 N for Am = 0.48 mm (see Figure 5b,c).

The HF-VAD did not show significant variation in the thrust force profile compared to CD, which
is attributed to the lower amplitude of vibration.
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4.2. Effect of VAD on the Tool Temperature

Figure 6 shows the effect of the VAD on the cutting tool temperature at the exit surface.
For all machining conditions, the VAD showed a lower cutting temperature compared to the CD.
Tool temperatures measured during CD were 169 ◦C to 185 ◦C at N = 2000 rpm and 195 ◦C to
202 ◦C at N = 3000 rpm. The tool temperature showed a gradual reduction as cutting feed increased.
This reduction is attributed to a lower duty time [20]. The exit tool temperatures for LF-VAD were
130 ◦C to 159 ◦C at N = 2000 rpm and 138 ◦C to 160 ◦C at N = 3000 rpm.

Increasing the LF-VAD amplitude from Am = 0.07 mm to Am = 0.48 led to a reduction in the
cutting temperature, as seen in Figure 6b.

In contrast, at a lower thermal load (N = 2000 rpm), increasing the LF-VAD amplitude resulted in
a higher impact velocity and larger uncut chip thickness (see Section 3).

Compared to the LF-VAD, the HF-VAD showed a limited reduction in the cutting temperature.
The cutting temperature reduction was 13% for HF-VAD and 31% for LF-VAD. The higher reduction
of LF-VAD could be attributed to the interrupted cutting process. This process reduces the cyclic tool
duty time, as described in Section 3.

For all machining conditions, the HF-VAD at F = 2150 Hz showed a lower cutting temperature
compared to HF-VAD at F = 1500 Hz and CD. This reduction is attributed to the lower uncut chip
thickness at N = 2000 rpm, as described in Figure 2. For higher cutting speed N = 3000 rpm, an even
Wf leads to a constant tool–workpiece contact area, and accordingly higher heat concentration.
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The HF-VAD at F = 1500 Hz showed lower uncut chip thickness, however the negative influence
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4.3. Chip Morphology

The non-cutting process under the chisel edge is a major factor resulting in fiber extrusion and
delamination damage. Superimposing a harmonic motion over the conventional axial feed results in a
periodic chisel edge movement. This impact loading reduces the energy absorbed by the material for
the following reasons [35,36]:

• There is a localized material response over a small region [36,37].
• The non-cutting process under the chisel edge is discarded through the axial oscillation mechanism.
• A conically-shaped shear zone is created at the impact point (the chisel edge) [36].

Figure 7 presents a schematic diagram to describe the fiber behavior at steady-state tool movement
(CD) and the periodical chisel edge impact mechanism. Further analysis was performed on the chips
collected using scanning electron microscopic (SEM) examination, to investigate the VAD influence
on the fiber-cutting process. The chips collected during LF-VAD appear sharper and more organized
(see Figure 8). On the other hand, Figure 9 shows a blunt fiber during CD. This observation could be
attributed to the following:

• Changing the cutting mechanism under the chisel edge to periodic impact.
• Lower cutting temperature at LF-VAD resulting in maintaining the material stiffness, and

consequently resisting the fiber matrix debonding mechanism.
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Figure 10 shows the effect of LF-VAD amplitude on the machined fiber length at f = 0.075 mm/rev
and N = 3000 rpm. Increasing the LF-VAD amplitude led to increased machined fiber length by 50%.
The machined fiber length was 200 µm at Am = 0.07 mm and 300 µm at Am = 0.48 mm. On the other
hand, the maximum fiber length during CD was 80 µm. This increase is attributed to the influence
of cyclic cooling, as presented in Section 3. Such trends are comparable to the UAD investigation
presented in [24].
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4.4. Geometric and Surface Integrity

4.4.1. Delamination

Figure 11 compares the effect of LF-VAD and CD on the exit delamination in the case of free and
adhesive tap back support. For all machining parameters, LF-VAD showed a significant enhancement
at exit delamination (including the free support case). The delamination factor ‘ϕd’ was evaluated
using Equation (1), as described in [3].

ϕd =
Dactual − Dnominal

Dnominal
, (1)

where Dactual is the diameter of a circle including the circumscribing delamination, while Dnominal
represents the nominal hole diameter.

The delamination factor for CD was ≤0.5 at N = 2000 rpm and ≥0.5 at N = 3000 rpm,
at free support. On the other hand, the ϕd for LF-VAD was ≤0.2 for all machining conditions.
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This enhancement is attributed to lower cutting temperature and the proper fiber-cutting process
under the chisel edge.

For adhesive back support, the delamination factor was ≤0.5 for CD and ≤0.2 for LF-VAD, at all
machining conditions. The adhesive tape increased the matrix stiffness and reduces the thrust force
negative effect, and consequently the fiber-cutting process is enhanced.

The delamination factor achieved was lower than the one reported in [20] for LF-VAD, due to
the higher frequency range which reduces the cyclic tool duty interval. Moreover, using a higher
modulation amplitude showed a smaller delamination factor reduction compared to the LF-VAD study
reported in [4], for the same reason.
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The HF-VAD showed a lower delamination factor compared to the CD, for all machining conditions.
The maximum delamination factor measured during HF-VAD was 0.2. The free delamination process
was achieved at the maximum machining load f = 0.075 mm/rev and N = 3000 rpm, as shown in
Figure 12. This enhancement is attributed to lower uncut chip thickness, cutting temperature, and
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4.4.2. Exit Hole Wall Quality

Matrix debonding, fiber pull-out, and uneven surface are typical defects during CD [7]. Figure 13
presents the effect of CD on the exit hole wall. The high cutting temperature leads to matrix melting
and, consequently, severe debonding damage is initiated. This observation agrees with the temperature
analysis in Section 4.2. Debonding damage reduces the matrix resistance, and consequently the fiber
pull-out damage. The damaged area observed extended to 300 µm from the exit surface. LF-VAD
showed a significant enhancement to the machining surface. The damaged area was reduced by more
than 50% with a smooth machined surface, as shown in Figure 14. This enhancement is attributed to
the following:

• Lower cutting temperature (Section 4.2).
• Lower duty time (Section 3).
• Proper fiber-cutting process under the chisel edge (Section 4.3).
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Figure 15 presents the effect of HF-VAD on the exit wall quality. Lower uncut chip thickness led
to cutting energy reduction. As a consequence, the total damage reduced to 80 µm at F = 1500 Hz and
to 120 µm at F = 2150 Hz. The higher damaged area at F = 2150 Hz could be attributed to the higher
tool–wall friction forces.
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4.4.3. Surface Roughness

Analysis of the surface roughness (Ra, Rz) at N = 2000 rpm indicated no significant difference
between VAD and CD. For all machining conditions, the maximum Ra and Rz were 1.5 µm and 10 µm,
respectively, for both machining techniques. However, increasing the cutting speed to N = 3000 rpm
resulted in a higher Ra and Rz for CD (3 µm and 17 µm), while the maximum Ra and Rz for VAD were
1.5 µm and 10 µm, respectively. This reduction is attributed to the lower cutting temperature which
enhances the matrix stiffness.

Figure 16 shows the surface texture analysis for VAD and CD machined surfaces. The minimum
depth was 6 µm for VAD and 14.5 µm for CD. This observation confirms the benefits of VAD regarding
cutting temperature, as described in Section 4.2.J. Manuf. Mater. Process. 2019, 3, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 15 
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5. Conclusions

This experimental study evaluated the machining response during vibration-assisted drilling
(VAD) of CFRP material. The LF-VAD study results are obtained at Wf = 2.5 cycles/rev (F = 83.3 Hz
and 125 Hz) for different cutting speeds, feeds, and amplitudes. On the other hand, the HF-VAD
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study results are obtained at F = 1500 Hz and 2150 Hz and Am = 3 µm for different machining
conditions. The kinematics of the instantaneous cutting tool position were used to study the effect of
VAD machining parameters on the mechanical and thermal load compared to conventional drilling.
Furthermore, the study compared the effect of LF-VAD on exit delamination, to the CD with and
without flash breaker back support. The following are of the main experimental observations:

1. For all machined parameters, LF-VAD showed higher thrust forces compared to the CD.
This increase is due to higher uncut chip thickness and tool impact.

2. HF-VAD showed up to 16% reduction in the thrust force compared to CD.
3. VAD showed a significant reduction in cutting temperature compared to CD. The cutting

temperature reduction was 31% for LF-VAD and 13% for HF-VAD.
4. Free delamination drilling was successfully achieved by using VAD due to lower thermal load.

The delamination factor for CD was ≤0.5 at N = 2000 rpm and ≥0.5 at N = 3000 rpm respectively.
On the other hand, the VAD resulted in delamination factor ≤0.2 for all machining conditions.

5. The adhesive tape back support reduced the delamination factor for CD to ≤0.5 for all
machining conditions.

6. LF-VAD resulted in a longer machined fiber compared to CD. The fiber length increased from
80 µm at CD to 300 µm at LF-VAD with Am = 0.48 mm.

7. Based on the SEM examination of the machined wall surface, VAD resulted in a significant
enhancement to the machined surface quality compared to the CD.
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